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Extract from
‘When Ships Sink’

Dear Parent/Guardian,
Re: Lateness to school
I am writing to inform you that from Monday 31st October 2016 we will be
implementing a late gate. Pupils who arrive after 8:35am will have to attend an
afterschool detention for 30 minutes on the same day. Failure to do this will result
in pupils having to complete an hour’s detention the next day. Refusal to attend
after school detentions will result in a meeting with you and a Saturday detention
for the pupil.
When pupils arrive late, they miss out on essential instructions given at the
beginning of the lesson. This can significantly reduce achievement, regardless of
academic ability. Your child may also feel awkward arriving to the classroom when
everyone else is settled. Furthermore, when one pupil arrives late, it disrupts the
entire class and the teacher – everyone’s education is compromised.
Please support us by reinforcing the importance of being on time with your child.
If there is anything that I can do to support your child getting to school on time,
please do not hesitate to contact me.
Yours faithfully,

Ms McKinson
Interim Assistant Headteacher

By Imogen Whelan, 7S
Life so far has been filled with
nothing but disappointment. Every
day looking out of my bedroom
window, I’d stare at the sea front
near to where I lived, wondering
who or what was lurking underneath
the waves. Seeing all of the unique
ships that sailed effortlessly across
the shimmering turquoise waters
every morning was the highlight of
my day.
Hoping a few of the crew members
would notice me, I would vigorously
wave both of my scrawny little hands
but only the sea seemed to wave
back.
When this finished I’d ask my mother
to give me permission to go to the
beach, but “no” was always the
answer. Boredom is the meaning of
my life; there has to be something in
this lonely world for me to do or
even be!

Mathematician of the Week

Our
‘Artists of
the week’
are Polia
and
Briyanna in
8G.
They have finished their ‘me’ portraits to an
incredible standard, so good we couldn’t
pick just one winner! Well done girls!
Come and have a look at the drawings
which are on display in T22 and speak to
the art department about getting involved.
Win a prize and feature in a weekly art
bulletin.

Our ‘Mathematician of the week’
is Muhaimin Farhan Ahmed 7.T!
He has been awarded this for
solving higher order Mathematics
problems. Solving these problems
requires mathematical skills such
as working systematically, pattern
spotting,
reasoning
logically,
visualising,
conjecturing,
generalising and proving.
Come and have a look in the
Mathematics corridor or speak to
the Mathematics Department
about getting involved. Win a prize
and certificate!

First week back after half term and a great start to the girls football
season for both our Year 8 and Year 10 teams.

The Year 10 girls results were:
Buxton Vs Walthamstow for Girls 1-0
Buxton Vs Heathcote 0-4
Buxton Vs Lammas 0-2
All the girls played fantastically and with great determination but a special
mention to the players of the match who were, Lauryn for her goal
keeping saves throughout the matches and to Gloria for always putting
pressure on opponents and making great tackles. Well done girls!

The Year 8 girls results were:
Buxton Vs Heathcote 5-1
Buxton Vs Kelmscott 6-1
Buxton Vs Lammas 4-3
Well done to the Year 8 girls who won all their three games this
week. Each team they played seemed like it was going to be a tough
match but all our girls stepped up their game and worked incredibly
as a team to achieve the win. A special mention to Larissa who
played like a premier league goal keep jumping all over the goal
saving every ball being shot her way.

With Special Guest performances from….

Jack Mathews
(our host)

Marley Chapman

Tyler Austin

